Societies since the earliest times have been shaped by conflict and war. “The story of the human race is war,” wrote Winston Churchill. “Except world; and long before history began murderous strife was universal and unending.” Those who expected the end of the Cold War to usher in an era of peace and cooperative security have been disappointed by the events of the past decade. In fact, the global strategic environment today is more competitive and lethal than ever before. The end of the Cold War did not lead to the ‘end of history’ or a new world order. Nor did it bring disarmament or an era of stability and shared prosperity. Instead it engendered fresh political, technological and economic rivalries and unveiled new destructive capacities.

The events since the September 11 terrorist strikes on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon have heralded a new chapter in international relations. The world has been fundamentally changed by that one hour on September 11. Not only has the world become less friendly, the geopolitics has also changed. New power equations are emerging. Policies are being premised on new principles with the emergence of new principles and norms in international relations. Serious new challenges are posed by the upsurge of international terrorism in an age of globalization and information revolution.

The rise of international terrorism is a reminder that the Information Revolution is both an integrating and dividing force. Greater public awareness flowing out of the advances in information and communications technologies has encouraged individuals in many societies to search for their roots, and to define their identity more clearly. This has spurred ethnic nationalism, sectarian unrest, religious extremism and localism. The decline of the power of secular ideology, including Marxism and Leninism, has also contributed to the rise of nationalism as a means to mobilize popular support. Internationalism goes hand-in-hand with nationalism. With the increasing tendency in many societies to search for individual identity in
terms of religion, ethnicity or localism, communalism has emerged as a powerful force.

Another fact of the new strategic environment is that the role of the state is coming under scrutiny. While state sovereignty remains paramount,\(^1\) the principle of non-interference in the internal affairs of another state has under open pressure as a result of internal wars or terrorist sanctuaries. State sponsorship or protection of terrorism makes this principle even more difficult to uphold. States that do not fulfill their responsibility in ensuring that they and their citizens do not engage in rogush acts are going to see an international encroachment on their sovereignty. States today have to be fully accountable for their actions and those of their citizens. No longer can a state take refuge in the alibi that a transnational action was carried out by some individuals and groups on its territory, not by the national government.

The diffusion of advanced technology is facilitating acts of terror and rearing new forms of terrorism. Some regimes that murder, maim and menace the innocent are employing export of terrorism – like classical national power projection – as an indispensable component of state power. The world can also expect that sub-state actors – promoted by regimes or operating with the connivance of elements within the national military, intelligence or government – will continue to employ religion or ethnic or sectarian aspirations to justify their acts of terror.

While the forms and dimensions of conflict have been changing since the end of the Cold War,\(^2\) with intrastate strife on the rise, it would be wishful thinking to expect interstate war to disappear as a feature of international relations. In fact, in history, “the only thing more common that predictions about the end of war has been war itself.”\(^3\) Equally significant is the fact that momentous international events continue to be shaped by changes in political geography. The collapse of the Soviet Union, the crumbling of Yugoslavia and the separation of East Timor from Indonesia have had far-reaching ramifications. Despite the sanctity attached to existing
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\(^1\) Stephen D. Krasner, “Sovereignty”, Foreign Policy, No. 122 (January / February 2001), pp. 20-29
interstate frontiers and the prevailing international norms against redrawing borders in blood, the desire of some states to extend their frontiers to territories they covet is a major cause of regional tensions. Export of terror as an instrument of state policy is also tied to regional ambitions. Both these elements are at the root of conflict in Southern Asia.

With 60% of its present territory comprising homelands of ethnic minorities, China has come a long way since the Great Wall represented the outer security perimeter of the Han empire. Yet the redrawing of frontiers has not ended, as is evident from China’s territorial claims and maritime ambitions. China claims India’s Arunachal Pradesh state, Spartlys, Paracels, Senkakus and Taiwan as its territories. In fact, official Chinese maps show three Indian states as independent. China is the only nation in the world to view India’s Sikkim state as independent. The Chinese formulation that the border issue with India can be resolved when “conditions are ripe” really means that the balance of power first has to clearly shift in China’s favor as it did vis-a-vis a weak Russia and Central Asia before Beijing agrees to any border deal.

In the competition between status quoist India and irredentist Pakistan, Kashmir is the symbol, not the cause, of the conflict. Kashmir is critical for both India and Pakistan, although it is important to bear in mind that the 1962 Sino-Indian war was also triggered by Chinese encroachment on a portion of Kashmir. The Kashmir issue is the glue that holds together a Pakistan still in search of a national identity. The future of the secular, democratic, united India is tied to its ability to hold on to Kashmir.

The subcontinental hostilities spring from history, religion and the politics of revenge, epitomizing competing visions and conflicting worldviews and a divide along civilizational fault-lines. Ominously, they also imply that India and Pakistan are locked in a mortal combat. While China and India publicly say they want a stable
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4 China occupies almost 20% of Kashmir and Pakistan 35% of it. The remainder 45% of the original state of Jammu and Kashmir is with India. Militarily, it is not possible to undo the division of Kashmir into three parts held by India, Pakistan and China. Kashmir thus is likely to remain for some time to come the focal point of disputes over territory, sovereignty and nationalism.
relationship based on equilibrium, competition defines their perceptions of each other. New Delhi’s evolving Asia policy reflects the need to build an arc of strategic partnerships with China’s key neighbors and with the United States, to help neutralize the continuing Chinese military assistance and activity around India.

The rise of transnational terrorism based in Pakistan, and its impact on Indian and Chinese security, add a dangerous dimension to regional (ISI) agency. Nothing can be more potent that the mix of terrorism and nuclear hazards characterizing Pakistan’s present security. So do the links between such terrorists and the Pakistan military, in particular its Inter-Services Intelligence situation.

The southern part of Asia encompassing Afghanistan, Pakistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Chinese-ruled Xinjiang and Tibet, India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Burma, is troubled by terrorist, insurgent and separatist violence in a manner unmatched elsewhere in the world. The number of annual toll in the Middle East, the traditional cradle of terrorism. After all, the epicenter of international terrorism is located in the Afghanistan-Pakistan belt. The only thriving democracy in this vast Southern Asian region is India.

Terrorism and Frankensteins like Osama bin Laden and Mullah Omar are the haunting by-products of the war against communism and atheism that the West was supposed to have won. Clearly, the war on terrorism will be a long-lasting affair because difficult goals need to be accomplished – rooting out militarily the vestiges of the Taliban and al-Qaeda, and deracinating politically the pernicious culture they represents. It is this culture- mirrored in the Taliban-like mindset in Pakistan and elsewhere, including among top political, military and intelligence circles – that threatens secular, democratic, pluralistic nations.

Given that terrorism springs from religious extremism shielded by political autocracy, the most daunting task is to instill a secular and democratic ethos in societies steeped in bigotry. Terrorism can be effectively contained only by strengthening the current international consensus and by inculcating the values the West stands for. Democracy and human rights are the antidote to terrorism. Terrorism not only threatens the free, secular world but also springs from the rejection of democracy and secularism.
The Nuclear Element

The nuclear element has acquired a lower profile, both regionally and internationally, in the post-September 11 situation, but this could change, especially as popular concerns rise that terrorists like al-Qaeda members could get hold of some nuclear materials, if not nuclear weapons. State related nuclear aspects tend to be a cause of concern when viewed in relation to political instability and terrorism. Yet, nuclear issues are less controversial, as reflected by the quelling of the heat and controversy kicked up by the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty’s uncertain future, the continuing deadlock at the Geneva-based Conference on Disarmament, or U.S. missile – defense plans.

However, a number of converse developments suggest a greater role for nuclear weapons, reversing a trend to relegate them as weapons of last resort. The U.S. Nuclear Posture Review, conducted under the direction of Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld and approved by President George W. Bush, has led to two initiatives – the administration setting up “advanced warhead concept teams” at the country’s three nuclear-weapons labs to work on new warheads or warhead modification; and the government’s Nuclear Weapons Council establishing a three-year study into developing a nuclear earth-burrowing warhead that can destroy underground command-and-control posts.

The most controversial aspect of the NPR study (which calls for developing mini-nukes) is that it suggests drafting contingency U.S. plans for use of nuclear weapons against at least seven countries – China, Russia, Iraq, Iran, North Korea, Libya and Syria.5

The Bush White House now has plans for a new ICBM to be operational in 2020, a new SLBM and SSBN in 2030, and a new heavy bomber in 2040 – all carrying new warheads.6 Washington also intends to integrate missile defense into the “New Triad” to help enhance America’s ability “to use its power projection

forces” and to “counteract WMD-backed coercive threats,” according to the NPR study and Pentagon briefings. While advertising its intent to downsize its “operationally deployed” warheads to a maximum of 2,200 within 10 years, Washington plans not to destroy the surplus weapons but to store them so that they can be reactivated at quick notice.\(^7\)

China continues with its nuclear and missile expansion – currently the largest of any country – even as it refuses to halt covert nuclear and missile transfers to Pakistan or stop its missile dealings with Iran. State-sponsored proliferation is being practiced as a strategic trump card. Having decided to go overtly nuclear only in 1998, India is presently working to militarily integrate its nuclear weapons and develop new intermediate-range delivery systems.

Despite the new “unequivocal” undertaking of the traditional nuclear powers enshrined in the 2000 Review of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, there appears no international commotion over this renewed nuclear modernization. The lack of commotion probably reflects the fact that arms control and disarmament fell by the wayside long before September 11, fostering a virtual sense of international helplessness.

In the present scenario, it is difficult to achieve effective measures, as mandated by NPT’s Article VI, “relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament,” or to make “systematic and progressive efforts” to reduce nuclear weapons (as agreed by the parties in 1995 when the NPT was indefinitely extended). In fact, at the 2000 NPT Review Conference, the traditional nuclear powers gave an “unequivocal undertaking” to accomplish the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals.

Whether we like it or not, the really is that nuclear weapons will stay for a long time. As the NPR study points out (employing terminology from the September 2001 U.S. Quadrennial Defense Review), the possession of nuclear weapons serves a four-fold purpose to “assure allies and friends”, “dissuade competitions”, “deter

aggressors” and “defeat enemies.” The NPR report concludes that nukes continue to play a “critical role” because they possess “unique properties” that provide “credible military options” for holding at risk “a wide range of target types” important to a potential adversary who threatens to use “weapons of mass destruction” or “large-scale conventional military force.”

In the regional context, the United States (like Russia) has tacitly accepted India as a nuclear-weapons state. This acceptance has been most evident under the Bush administration, which is forging close military and strategic ties with India. In fact, as the U.S. ambassador to India, Robert Blackwill, likes to remind Indians, the Bush administration has not uttered the ‘N’ word to New Delhi. This is a big change from the concern that was stirred by India’s 1998 nuclear tests, which prompted Pakistan to follow suit. The tests were seen in the West as challenging the nuclear nonproliferation regime as well as the hierarchy of global power based on a five-nation nuclear monopoly. This concern has eased. While India certainly jolted the nonproliferation regime by gate-crashing the nuclear club, it has not sought to openly challenged the regime. In fact, it has offered to extend cooperation to the nonproliferation regime in consonance with its national interests. By carrying out what it called a ‘peaceful nuclear explosion’ (PNE) in 1974 and then shying away from going overtly nuclear, India got the worst of both worlds, bearing the burden of an open option (which came with U.S. sponsored technology sanctions) while not reaping deterrent benefits. When India declared itself a nuclear-weapons state in 1998, the resultant sanctions did not last long. In fact, just a few months after the Indian and Pakistani tests, Washington began lifting the 1998 sanctions against New Delhi and Islamabad – a process completed post-September 11. In any case, the 1998 sanctions had a minimal effect on India, although their impact on the more vulnerable Pakistani economy was greater.

It may be possible to accommodate India, Israel and Pakistan within the existing nonproliferation regime. These nations could be made full members of the NPT’s subsidiary arrangements, such as the Nuclear Suppliers’ Group, and even the
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Missile Technology Control Regime. As such, they would be part of the outer nonproliferation ring, with its attendant responsibilities, without the need to make them enter the inner ring – NPT, the “sanctum sanctorum.” This seems to be the only conceivable way to accommodate the newer nuclear states and preserve the credibility and utility of the NPT regime.

The international line-up on President Bush’s missile defense may be a precursor of things to come – the United States, its traditional allies and India on one side; China and its militaristic friends like Pakistan, Burma and North Korea on the other side; and Russia somewhere in the middle but moving closer to the West. India’s positive response to U.S. missile-defense plans fits well with its options and interests in an Asia marked by missile build-ups and growing power imbalance. While the action-reaction cycle triggered by missile defense could impact adversely on Indian security, some of the visible elements of the new arms racing in Asia were already in place much before Washington decided to push ahead with a national missile defense system.

Another significant facet of the new situation is that international and regional developments are beginning to run counter to much of the traditional wisdom on non-proliferation. This is evident not only from the rise of India and Pakistan as declared nuclear-weapons states and the U.S. NPR report, but also from Bush’s stand on the CTBT, Biological Weapons Convention verification, START process, and nonproliferation-related sanctions. The abandonment of the congressionally mandated sanctions approach against proliferators itself marks a watershed in U.S. nonproliferation policy. The lifting of punitive sanctions became necessary to reward Pakistan for its role in the U.S. military campaign in Afghanistan and to forge close strategic ties with India. As a U.S. Official put it: “This shared threat from terrorism on the part of the United States and India has hastened the redefinition of our relationship in all its manifestations, and catapulted our strategic collaboration to unprecedented depth, breath and intensity ... India is central to the emphasis that American foreign policy places on building a concert of democratic states in response to problems of world order.”

---

Although it is still not overtly accepted in Washington, the United States is now seeking to pursue a differentiated rather than universal nonproliferation policy. The argument that a differentiated policy would embolden other potential proliferators is akin to the now-discredited contention that a closed nuclear club would only encourage proliferation. The action-reaction cycle on any issue involves counteractions only by those states directly threatened and not by others. Many officials and analysis in the world are also beginning to question the argument that the carefully woven global nonproliferation regime would unravel if India, Israel and Pakistan were tacitly treated as nuclear-weapons states. While the unstable, terror-breeding Pakistan is a unique case, India and Israel fully support nonproliferation norms, have an impeccable record on non-export of nuclear technology, and are willing to enter into NPT’s subsidiary arrangements. U.S. policy so far has been based on the premise that nuclear proliferation is necessarily inimical to American interests. Reflective of the desire to shift from a universal to a differentiated nonproliferation policy, some in the Bush team are beginning to say (at least privately) that India’s nuclear deterrent is a potential source of stability and counterweight in Asia.

However, it is always difficult to move away from a well-established policy. The fear of change, and the wider ramifications of a shift, continue to spur caution in Washington. Still, it is only a matter of time before a more nuanced but result-oriented nonproliferation U.S. policy emerges – one that distinguishes between proliferators that threaten U.S. interests and those that seek nuclear weapons merely to address their regional insecurities.

**Nuclear posture and challenges**

The China-India-Pakistan nuclear triangle will remain complex, with latent instability. To the complicated India-China and India-Pakistan equations have been added pressing concerns over the role of sub-state actors. Do Pakistan’s internal problems increase the threat to regional security? This is a key question. The risks of state failure in nuclear-armed Pakistan cannot be brushed aside, especially when that country is seen as a potential nuclear Somalia. The specter of nukes in the hands of
An examination of the nuclear postures of regional state actors is not sufficient to understand the situation. First, the state itself may not be cohesive enough to be fully in charge of its systems, especially in a crisis or during cataclysmic events. Second, elements within the national military, police or intelligence may be operating in league with sub-state actors. The killing of a U.S. journalist in Karachi, for example, has cast doubt on whether military dictator Gen. Pervez Musharraf is fully in charge, for he was voicing hope that the abducted reporter was alive a week after the chief suspect had reportedly confessed to Pakistani intelligence about the murder. Musharraf’s grip on the situation and his ability to stabilize Pakistan’s collapsing system have been brought into question.¹⁰

In a regional environment where one player with an unconditional no-first-use posture (India) confronts an adversary with a conditional NFU (China) and another adversary with an overtly first-use posture (Pakistan), with the latter two closely aligned, the inherent risks as well as the challenges to stability need to be properly addressed. It is clear that nuclear deterrence in southern Asia will not be patterned on classical deterrence models, nor will it be adequately stable. After all, the situation involving three nuclear-armed states that share disputed borders is unique.

Moreover, the nature of nuclear deterrence remains hazy, with a lot of unanswered questions. What are the military mission for which nuclear weapons will be relevant? What should be the right mix of offence and defense in deterrence? For deterrence to be credible, what level of force and alertness is required in the regional context? How does deterrence work in relation to a state that appears sinking (Pakistan) or is totally opaque (China), or when the two are hand-in-glove?

---

Pakistan

Pakistan is confronted with a serious crisis, and the question is whether it will continue to muddle along or sink further. Its fate once again is in the hands of three As – Allah, Army and America – although now the sequence has changed to America, Army and Allah. As the creator of the Taliban and home to transnational terrorists, Pakistan should have been in the international doghouse in the post-September 11 scenario. But dictator Pervez Musharraf’s U.S.-forced desertion of the Taliban saved the situation for Pakistan. Nonetheless, the desertion of the Taliban is one of the most bitter pills Pakistan has had to swallow in its 55-year history, spurring renewed social and political ferment and raising the specter of civil and military disturbances striking at the nation’s very foundations.

The key to Pakistan’s future may not be the three As by the three domestic Ms- mullahs, madrasas and the military. The critical challenge is how to de-radicalize a society where the jihad culture has been eating into its vitals since the 1980s. The process of de-radicalization will continue to pose not only serious regional and international challenges, but is also likely to prove difficult and long. According to a Pakistan-born analyst, “Pakistan is on the way to becoming the world’s first failed nuclear state,” while an American analyst has described Pakistan as a “Colombia with nukes and Islamic fundamentalism.”

It is important, however, to remember that the ‘Pakistan problem’ springs more from the Scotch whiskey-sipping generals than the rosary-holding mullahs. It is the self-styled secular generals who have reared such fundamentalist forces. The 1999 Kargil invasion into Indian Kashmir, with the Army’s Northern Light Infantry as the vertebral column, was carried out by those generals. So was the 1971 genocide in East Pakistan – one of the world’s worst slaughters of Muslims in the 20th century.
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11 In a speech to the nation on September 19, 2001, Musharraf explained that he had no option as he faced a U.S. ultimatum – join the United States or fight it. Stating that the nation’s very survival was at stake, Musharraf declared in other public statements that had he resisted, Pakistan would have risked losing its “strategic assets” – a euphemism for nuclear weapons.
The generals’ agenda on Kashmir today is no different from their predecessors’ in 1965 or 1947-48. But blaming their jihad policy on their mullah puppets, the generals have made many outsiders believe that the key is to contain the religious fringe, not the puppeteers.

The military’s alliance with narco-terrorism has criminalized even the top echelons, blurring the line between civilians and military terrorists cloaked as jihadis. Without a reform of the Pakistan military, there can be no regional peace, no end to transnational terrorism, and no nation-building in Pakistan.

The international agenda concerning Pakistan has to try not only to uproot the jihad culture, but also to promote a reform of the Pakistani military. The need is for meaningful, long-term structural reforms to build a stable, peaceful Pakistan. Military reforms also have to target the Inter-Services Intelligence agency, which has functioned virtually as a state within the state. It “may be especially difficult to end the agency’s role in Kashmir,” where the ISI has been waging a proxy war against India.14 Of course, the key to bringing the ISI under civilian oversight is the introduction of a true democracy – a grueling challenge in a militaristic, wayward state.

Pakistan’s drift toward raises the threat that it could lose some of its “crown jewels” – nuclear weapons – to jihadi elements, a scenario in which U.S. commandos may have to preemptively seize and secure all such arms. The danger that some jihadi Pakistani nuclear scientists might facilitate acts of nuclear terrorism through their links with the al-Qaeda network cannot be lightly dismissed. The United States, in fact, has deployed hundreds of sophisticated sensors along its borders, on overseas facilities and in choke points around Washington, and placed its elite Delta Force on standby alert, to prevent any act of nuclear blackmail or terrorism.15

Pakistani nuclear scientist Sultan Bashiruddin Mahmood, who met Osama bin Laden twice in Afghanistan, has been put on the U.S. list of designated terrorists, compelling Pakistani authorities to freeze his assets and keep him under virtual house arrest with a guard watching over him 24 hours a day.\textsuperscript{16} The detention and interrogation of some Pakistani nuclear scientists for alleged links with the Taliban and al-Qaeda has to be seen against the background of Pakistan’s officially nurtured \textit{jihad} culture, the strength of Islamists within its military and nuclear-weapons establishment, and the origins of the Pakistani program rooted in nuclear smuggling and espionage\textsuperscript{17} - elements that reinforce the present nuclear dangers. Add to that the visits of Saudi Arab Emirates officials to Pakistan’s nuclear complex in Kahuta in May 1999, and deals between that center and North Korea – both reported by U.S. intelligence.\textsuperscript{18}

Nuclear weapons were supposed to be Pakistan’s most precious strategic assets. But in Pakistan’s highly combustible political climate, they are proving a strategic liability, endangering internal and regional security and prompting the U.S. military to prepare contingency plans for their evacuation for safekeeping in the event of calamitous political events.\textsuperscript{19} The threat to divest Pakistan of its ‘crown jewels’ was cleverly used by the United States first to force Gen. Musharraf to reverse his policy concerning the Taliban, and then to ward off would-be coup plotters against Musharraf.

The United States seems determined to stay engaged in Pakistan to help de-radicalize that state. Unlike the 1991 Gulf War that was financed by some of their allies, the Americans are spending their own money in the current antiterror

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{18} Nayan Chanda, “Urgent Worries About Pakistani Nuclear Arsenal,” International Herald Tribune, November 2, 2001.
\item \textsuperscript{19} Seymour M. Hersh, “Watching the Warheads : The Risks to Pakistan’s Nuclear Arsenal,” The New Yorker, November 5, 2001.
\end{itemize}
operations. They are determined to get lasting results. The U.S. presence is already having a positive effect on Pakistan’s nuclear related conduct.

The Pakistani military has always been in charge of nuclear weapons. Since returning to the political saddle in 1999, the military took major steps in the pre-September 11 era to integrate nuclear weapons more fully within its structures, formulating a clear nuclear doctrine pivoted on first use and establishing a nuclear command. In the present situation, however, Pakistan (which once used to play up the regional nuclear dangers to deliberately present the subcontinent as a potential nuclear flashpoint) has been compelled to de-emphasize the nuclear risks. The nuclear flasher no longer finds it possible to flash the nuclear threat. Rather, it has to do the opposite. Instead of nuclear blackmail, which it repeatedly practiced during the 1999 Kargil war, Pakistan of late has been dousing all talk of nuclear war, lest its brinkmanship and unsheathed nukes provide an opportunity for U.S. or Indian forces to divest it of its ‘crown jewels’. Pakistan’s nuclear posture is unequivocally pivoted on first use, even against a conventional attack. The rationale is that India’s aggregate conventional-military power is superior to that of Pakistan’s, which thus has to employ the nuclear threat to deter an Indian conventional attack. By that logic, India should have a first-use nuclear posture against China. In reality, Pakistan has sought to employ nuclear weapons both as a tool to engage in conventional military adventurism and clandestine war against India (as evidenced by its Kargil invasion and export of terror), and as a shield against Indian retaliation. The events since September 11, however, have thrown a spanner in the Pakistani works.

Controlling the lethal mix of terrorism and nuclear dangers that epitomizes the Pakistani situation will prove a daunting task since Pakistan links nuclear weapons with its sovereignty and survival. It will stoutly oppose any Western-aided transparency and physical security measures that could dilute the secrecy surrounding its nuclear storage and development practices. Given its narrow strategic waistline, Pakistan has emphasized offence, including preemption, in its conventional military and nuclear doctrines.
Adequate security, including physical protection of assets, can be ensured only when the government is in complete control of nuclear weapons and materials. When danger lurks of renegade Islamist elements within the military, intelligence and nuclear establishments seizing control of some nuclear assets or even seizing power, the risks of nuclear blackmail and terror cannot be effectively contained. Fissile material or radioactive waste can be employed crudely for spreading terror.

With the United States expected to stay engaged in Pakistan, one thing is clear: Pakistani nuclear posture and the role of nuclear weapons in overall Pakistani strategy will be influenced by American presence and activity. The later aspect, moreover, could complicate and help control Chinese nuclear and missile assistance to Pakistan. Despite their heavy strategic investments in Pakistan, the Chinese now find themselves supplanted there by the Americans: such has been the cost of the Pakistani military’s alliance with terrorism for China. America’s recent military presence in Pakistan and formidable leverage over the Musharraf regime have been complicated China’s construction of a Pakistani naval base at Gwadar. Gwadar, and Chinese radar facilities and other navel equipment on islands off the Burmese coast, have been part of China’s strategy to position itself along the key sea lanes from the Arabian Sea to the disputed Spratlys and control traffic between the Indian and Pacific oceans.

**India**

India has been slowly but surely developing its nuclear posture, capabilities, and command-and-control structure. Given the time-consuming intra-governmental processes in India, the progress on those fronts has been inevitably unhurried, if not dawdling. In the coming years, India will increasingly focus on developing and strengthening its intermediate-range nuclear capability as part of its proposed tried of air-land-and sea-based assets. As a latecomer in the nuclear world, India has no choice but to concentrate on modest nuclear modernization to meet its perceived defense needs.

India’s goal is to acquire a minimal deterrent capability against China and Pakistan, while avoiding the fusing of warheads with delivery vehicles during
peacetime and any weakening of its tradition of keeping strict civilian control over the military. India’s intention is to use its deterrent simply to give pause to any would-be attacker or blackmailer.

India’s no-first-use nuclear (NFU) posture, however, only heightens its need to develop and deploy second-strike capabilities. With a no-first-use (NFU) posture, a nation necessarily has to have the ability to survive a first strike and retaliate. Unless a nation wishes to practice deterrence solely through a first-strike posture, as Pakistan is doing, it has to invest in second-strike assets. India’s decision to add a sea-based component to its nuclear deterrent is to be understood in this context, since the least-vulnerable nuclear weapons are those on board submarines. This is why a first-use nuclear doctrine is the simplest, most cost-effective posture, especially for a state not at the top end of the technology ladder. While NFU has historically been employed by China and the Soviet Union to cover windows of nuclear vulnerability, its credibility is tied to expensive second-strike assets. Unlike India, Israel has not declared NFU despite its nuclear monopoly in the Middle East.\(^{20}\) With China qualifying its NFU as it advances in nuclear-deterrent capabilities, India is the only nuclear state with a totally unconditional NFU applicable in all circumstances.

In the current military standoff on the subcontinent, India has had to send out clear signals to Islamabad that Pakistan’s geography and narrow strategic waistline render its nuclear weapons useless for anything other than blackmail. The core message conveyed was that, as underlined by Pentagon war games, a nuclear first strike by Pakistan would amount to national suicide. Conveying that message became essential as the 1999 Kargil war led to the dangerous belief in Pakistan that its nuclear weapons were good enough to deter India from crossing the line of control in Kashmir or the border elsewhere, while the Indian nukes were no deterrent to Pakistani adventurism. This intense but localized war showed that classical nuclear deterrence theory makes little regional sense in the context of a sinking state that values nuclear weapons as a shield for military adventurism.

\(^{20}\) In a no-first-use spoof, Israel has declared that it will not be the first to introduce nuclear weapons in the Middle East nor will it be the second
In Kargil, Pakistan also busted the central theory of the Cold War years that two nuclear armed nations do not take each other militarily. The published official Indian inquiry into why the military could not deter the Kargil invasion, however, failed to address this question.\(^{21}\) In fact, the inquiry whitewashed the failure of Indian deterrence. The smaller state did not get deterred by India’s nukes and stealthily invaded Kargil, but India did not cross the line of control even in retaliation, preferring to fight the entire war on Indian territory and on terms dictated by the enemy. After carefully reflecting upon the lessons of Kargil, India has decided that it will no longer be blackmailed. The Indian threat to mount a full-scale war after the December 13 terrorist attack on the Indian Parliament was designed to disabuse Pakistan of its Kargil-related belief. The message conveyed was that Islamabad could no longer believe that India would not mount a large-scale retaliation because of Pakistan’s nuclear arsenal.\(^{22}\) The lack of stability in the nuclearized regional environment has been further compounded by the fact that India’s other nuclear adversary, China, is opaque and works hand-in-glove with Pakistan.

Looking ahead, the Indian nuclear doctrine will continue to be essentially driven by six parameters outlined by the National Security Advisory Board in 1999: a minimal, flexible arsenal; credibility, survivability based on developing a “triad” of assets; deployment practices eschewing hair-trigger alert; NFU; and no arms-control fetters on research and development. A small, secure, dispersed Indian nuclear force with a sea-based component would also aim at minimizing command-and-control problems.

In the coming years, India’s intrinsically cautious, reactive and cost-conscious decision-making process should incrementally meet the national deterrent requirements. The country does face a number of pressing deterrent challenges. The smallness of the planned arsenal, and its limited compass, impose high reliability standards. What has been described as Deterrence ‘Lite’ comes with a heavy challenge. Moreover, unlike deterrence relationships elsewhere, India faces two


hand-in-glove nuclear neighbors. It does not have to qualitatively or quantitatively match China, but it needs to build an adequate strategic reach against that country, which is now at the forefront of nuclear modernization trends. India’s moderate goals aim at assuaging its own fears of Chinese nuclear blackmail without generating commensurate fears in China.

China

China’s ambitious nuclear modernization concentrates on building new strategic weapons. It is expected to build and deploy 75 to 100 new solid-fuel, mobile strategic ballistic missiles over the next 10 to 15 years, according to U.S. intelligence.\textsuperscript{23} According to official Russian analyses, China is expected by 2010 to deploy 4 to 6 new ‘Project 094’ nuclear submarines armed with MIRVed JL-2 SLBMs, several dozen DF-31 and DF-41 ICBMs with an 8,000-12,000 kilometer range and carrying multiple warheads, and hundreds of sub-strategic missiles.\textsuperscript{24}

The revolution in military affairs (RMA), and the consequent weakness of China’s conventional capability compared to NATO states, have only helped to enhance the value of non-conventional capabilities for the People’s Liberation Army. Missiles are at the center of China’s force modernization. Rapidly modernizing its missile forces, China has been deploying missiles as soon as they were produced. Along the coastal area opposite Taiwan, the number of deployed Chinese medium-range missiles has gone up from a few dozen in 1995 to an estimated 700 today. Priority, however, is being given to strategic missiles.

Missiles constitute a sacred area for Beijing – on this subject, it refuses to accept any type of restraint or agree to participate in any meaningful international or bilateral talks. For China, shorter range missiles allow political coercion, while longer range missile are useful to help induce U.S. restraint. In every conceivable scenario of a Chinese invasion of Taiwan, Beijing gives a central role to ballistic and cruise missile to “soften up” the island before carrying out an amphibious assault.

\textsuperscript{23} See U.S. Intelligence Community (IC), Foreign Missile Developments and the Ballistic Missile Threat Through 2015, unclassified annual report to the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, 2001.

The introduction of new missiles in Tibet, however, indicates the value Beijing places on such assets other potential targets.

The strategy of minimum deterrence is currently under intense debate in China, with some critics within the defense establishment seeing the future as demanding a more flexible approach. This has given rise to speculation on whether China has moved from minimum deterrence to limited deterrence, and whether there is a shift from counter value targeting to counterforce targeting. A shift from minimum to limited deterrence would mean that China is developing warfighting capability. Some analysts argue that China is now pursuing a three-pronged approach: (i) credible minimal deterrent against the United States and Russia; (ii) limited deterrence around its periphery where local conflict is conceivable; and (iii) offensively configured counterforce strategy, with even a preemptive hypothesis. The second and third approaches are of direct significance to Indian security.

Like many other things about China, it is not clear what exactly is happening, except that the Chinese nuclear doctrine is evolving and that new warheads and missiles are being built. It is now considered likely by different sources that China will MIRV its missiles. With technology reportedly stolen from the United States, the MIRVing of missiles may now be possible.

It is important to note that China’s NFU position is also changing. Beijing dropped the word “unconditional” from its nuclear posture in 1995 and added conditionality – membership in the NPT or a nuclear-weapon-free zone. That effectively excludes India. China could declare a NFU in the 1960s because it was a peripheral rather than a central player in the East-West nuclear competition and it needed time to plug major vulnerability gaps in its capability. Now that it has made progress in acquiring a second-strike capability and MIRV technology, its NFU posture is becoming less unconditional.

Yet another facet of Chinese behavior is Beijing’s determined use of the proliferation card. Over the years China has played that card far and wide, supplying

---

missiles or missile components to Iran, Iraq, Libya, North Korea, Saudi Arabia and Syria, and nuclear materials or technology to Algeria, Argentina, Brazil, Iran, Iraq, North Korea and South Africa. U.S. intelligence has called China the “most significant supplier” of WMD goods and technology. But all of China’s other proliferation activity pales in comparison to its extensive and sustained transfers to Pakistan. The transfers have included nuclear-warhead blueprints, complete missiles and technologies for local production. It is evident that as long as Pakistan survives, China will use it to countervail India.

Three different theories have been put forth to explain China’s proliferation conduct: (i) that it is on a learning curve, and that it is gradually becoming more responsible, as evidenced by its joining the nonproliferation regime; (ii) profit motives; and (iii) that it consciously plays the proliferation card for leverage and containment. While China certainly wants to present itself as a responsible state by signing international agreements, it often prefers not to meet its obligations under these agreements. While commercial motivations are no doubt important in Confucian thinking, China values its horizontal proliferation most as an indispensable component of balance-of-power politics.

The objectives of its proliferation activities are threefold: (i) countervailing or gaining leverage on the United States, India and Japan; exchange. These objectives explain why China has constantly broken its nonproliferation pledges to Washington since 1993.

President George W. Bush’s failure during his February 2002 state visit to persuade China to honor its last agreement on non-transfer of missile technology underlines the Chinese complexity and proclivity for bargaining. China is now linking the last accord reached in November 2000 to various U.S. concessions, including Chinese commercial launching of American satellites, an end to American proliferation-related sanctions against Chinese companies, and denial of sophisticated U.S. arms to Taiwan.

---

In the years to come, China’s nuclear doctrine, despite its ongoing evolution, will probably remain pivoted on ambiguity by design.\textsuperscript{27} China is the least transparent of the nuclear-weapons states and the only major nation not to publish details or breakup of its defense budget. While the India-China nuclear asymmetry is likely to widen, the gap between Chinese and Russian nuclear forces is expected to narrow considerably. Driven by economic imperatives, Russia is currently going down from several thousand strategic warheads to only a couple of hundreds – a level at which Chinese nuclear weapons will stay. And while Russia has only two nuclear-armed subs on patrol duty today, China is intending to build 4 to 6 such subs over the next eight years. The Chinese buildup impinges directly on its neighbors. The bulk of China’s missiles, in terms of range, will continue to be a threat only to its neighbors.

**A Changing Asian Landscape**

While the international security environment has been changed by September 11 and the subsequent events, the Asian landscape stands out as the most affected. Asia has been profoundly affected both by the level of terrorist violence it is confronted with and the strategic changes triggered by the global antiterror campaign. Not many realize that Asia accounts for 75\% of all terrorism casualties worldwide.\textsuperscript{28} This is the continent with the world’s fastest-growing markets, fastest-rising military expenditures, and most serious hot spots, besides having the epicenter of international terrorism.

The most dramatic development in Asia since September 11 has been the rapid expansion of U.S. strategic presence across the continent, from the Red Sea to the Pacific. Many thought that the United States would withdraw from world affairs after the September 11 strikes exposed its vulnerability at home. Instead, the United States has done the opposite: It has aggressively gone but and put in place a network of forward bases stretching across the entire length of Asia. With American forces now ensconced in nations where they had never been present before, Washington has


\textsuperscript{28} U.S. Department of State, Patterns of Global Terrorism – 2000 (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Coordinator for Counterterrorism, Department of State, April 2001)
vantage platforms from which to launch attacks on any nation or group that threatens U.S. interests. In the name of fighting terrorism, the United States is setting up long-term military bases in places where it was unthinkable before September 11 that it could do so. These places include Kyrgystan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Afghanistan, which together constitute the cockpit of Asia, overlooking major powers like Russia, China, India and Iran. U.S. troops are also stationed in Pakistan. The United States is building a close military relationship with India, and the two countries are considering joint naval patrolling and other collaboration. U.S. military advisers are now in Yemen and Sudan, while U.S. special forces have gone to Georgia and the Philippines.

The new U.S. forward bases, built around countries of concern to Washington, can provide support for huge military reinforcements if required. With the setting up of these new bases, U.S. forces today are active in the biggest array of countries since World War II. However, it was apparent even before September 11 that the Bush administration intended to shift the focus of U.S. policy from Europe to Asia. A Rand study, for example, had suggested that Washington concentrate on Asia and widen its strategic alliances there, setting up new military bases in vantage locations like Oman and Gaum. The post-September antiterror campaign came in handy for the United States to consummate that shift in focus.

The new, evolving Asian landscape is to China’s disadvantage but not to India’s. In fact, India and the United States appear headed toward an enduring strategic partnership, underlined by their growing cooperation in a number the United States announced a war on terrorism that India offered to open its military bases, airfields, and intelligence to American forces in that campaign. Having denied Soviet forces access to Indian military bases during the Cold War years, the offer marked a tectonic shift in New Delhi’s strategic posture.

While working toward a long-term, mutually beneficial military relationship with the United States, India has also taken care to nurture its friendship with

---

29 Zalmay Khalilzad, David Orletsky, Jonathan Pollack, Kevin Pollpeter, Angel Rabasa, David Shlapak, Abram Shulsky and Ashley Tellis, The United States and Asia : Toward a New U.S. Strategy and Force Posture (Santa Monica, CA : Rand, 2001)
Moscow. Russia is currently negotiating the lease to India of two Viktor III class nuclear-powered submarines capable of extended patrols; the lease of two Tu-22 Backfire nuclear-capable intermediate range bombers useful for maritime reconnaissance; and the sale of the Kiev class aircraft carrier, Admiral Gorshkov. The five-year leases of Viktor III class subs from about 2004 would give India time to complete work on its own indigenous nuclear submarine.

Furthermore, “Russia is interested to explore the possibilities of trilateral no-first-use obligations in a China-India-Russia triangle,” given India’s and China’s NFU policies and the Sino-Russian bilateral NFU accord.30 In contrast, despite their July 2001 friendship treaty, Russia and China are far from engaging in a stable and committed friendship as the one between Moscow and New Delhi. Indeed, China’s rising power (at the strategic expense of Russia) is leading Russian analysts to warn their government that “any strengthening of offensive weapons of China against the USA is equal to strengthening its offensive potential against Russia.”31

Currently, China is on its best behavior since long, refraining from criticizing the United States in any manner and adding more saccharine to its public comments on India. Despite the alacrity with which it linked its Uighur separatists with the al-Qaeda network, China is uncomfortable with the rapidly-transforming Asian strategic landscape. The fast-changing strategic scene not only undercuts Chinese ambitions to dominate Asia, but also puts greater pressure on China’s Leninist rulers at a time when the Jiang Zeming-Li Peng-Zhu Rongji triumvirate is set to retire one by one by the end of next year. Jiang is expected, however, to continue to head China’s most powerful institution, the Central Military Commission.

Given the altering landscape and the long-standing Indo-Russian strategic relationship, the last thing Beijing wants is a U.S.-India military tie-up. But it is likely to reap what it has sowed. Just as it pushed India to go overtly nuclear through its proliferation at home and abroad, China is driving New Delhi closer to the United States by seeking preeminence through balance-of-power politics. At a time of

31 Analyst S. Trush’s opinion cited in ibid.
growing Indo-U.S. consultations on strategic cooperation, Chinese Premier Zhu Rongji’s recent Indian tour signaled Chinese desire to decelerate that process by emphasizing areas of potential Sino-Indian cooperation.

The fact, however, is that China’s strategic goals aim to achieve military and economic security in a way that imposes limits on the capabilities of its potential rivals in Asia. The Sino-Indian relationship—characterized by slow, tentative and hardly hopeful negotiations to resolve the Himalayan border dispute— is likely to be more competitive than cooperative in the years ahead. The Indo-Pakistan relationship is going to remain even more uneasy. The nuclearized regional environment does not alter the basic military equations between India and Pakistan, or India and China. However, unless the international community can help stop Pakistan’s state-sponsored cross-border terrorism, war on the subcontinent would be “inevitable”, leading to consequences potentially disastrous for Pakistan’s unity and integrity.32

Regionally, the chances of peaceful transition to post-Taliban rule in Afghanistan seem bleak, given the bloobaths and ethnic cleansing of the past and the deep divisions along ethnic and sectarian lines in Afghan society. In the foreseeable future, any government in Kabul, however multiethnic in character, will be able to exercise only nominal control over entire Afghanistan, with regional and local warlords ruling the roost. In the same way that the NATO protectorate of Bosnia-Herzegovina stands functionally partitioned into Serbian, Croatian and Muslim components despite outside intervention, the antiterror war in Afghanistan will not be able to stop powerful warlords who command ethnically pure military forces from forming or maintaining ethnic entities. These enclaves will form shifting, uneasy coalitions among themselves.

The ‘Talibanization’ of Pakistan, with the dominant Punjabi ethnic group playing the same role as the Pashtuns in Afghanistan, will exacerbate the ethnic schisms within the Pakistani society, posing a serious threat to the country’s ability to hold itself together or provide stable governance. The ethnic ferment in

Afghanistan and Pakistan – two artificially created states with no roots in history that have searched endlessly for a national identity – is a continuation of the ethnic unrest in the geographically contiguous Central Asia, Kashmir and Xinjiang.

Asia has at least three types of important players. Those like China which habitually use the expression “peace-loving nation” as a cover for aggressive pursuit of national interests. Those like the United States which use the idiom of “stability” to justify intervention in the affairs of other nations. And those like India that are afflicted by the “victim syndrome” and are reactive by nature, portraying themselves as victims in order to win international sympathy.

Only time will tell whether the regional practice of nuclear deterrence will be affected by the post-September 11 Asian developments the United States itself is examining novel concepts of nuclear-weapons employment and new types of warheads, the theory and practice of deterrence cannot remain stagnant.

In a complex world marked by conflicting trends, it is apparent that each deterrent relationship will be different from the other. One thing, however, is already apparent: Pakistan no longer has the space in the new environment to openly brandish a nuclear threat against India. However, in China’s case, with nationalism serving as a substitute for declining ideology, nuclear weapons are likely to assume a greater national-security role.

**India : Third Tier Nuclear State?**

In fact, since 1998, India has been a third-tier nuclear state. First tier nuclear states (the United States and Russia) have far greater numbers of nuclear weapons than their nearest rivals. They also have global reach with their nuclear weapons and can deter nuclear retaliation by other states, particularly those at lower tiers in the nuclear hierarchy.

Second tier nuclear states have smaller nuclear forces with less advanced technological capabilities than first tier states and an extraregional, but not global, reach. While they have a first use capability against more powerful states, they do not have a first strike capability. Nor do they have a credible deterrent capability against first tier states.
Third tier nuclear states (which currently include India, Israel, Pakistan, and possibly North Korea) have forces that are numerically small, not technologically advanced, limited in range to their regions, and do not have a deterrent capability against first or second tier nuclear states. The management of nuclear crises at the third tier level also has required the intervention of external parties. Additionally, no third tier nuclear state has been involved in the decisionmaking processes that framed the legal and institutional basis of the international nuclear order. Instead, these states have been the targets of the international regimes created to check proliferation.

Indian analyst Sisir Gupta explained the limitations of the third tier state when he wrote that becoming a nuclear state would be insufficient for enhancing the country’s security or its international status. Instead, India would become just one of several countries to have a nuclear capability. Gupta argued that if India had to be more than just another nuclear state (the n plus 20 dilemma), it would have to use its nuclear status to reshape the international system.

Gupta’s analysis is still relevant in the present-day international context. India’s current nuclear capability and its glacial progress towards developing a stronger nuclear capability condemn it to the status of a third tier nuclear state. For India to be viewed as more than a regional nuclear power that is obsessed with Pakistan, it has to develop a nuclear deterrent that is taken seriously by China as well as the other first and second tier nuclear states.

The United States is not keen to see the development of an Indian nuclear capability. As Ashley Tellis has argued, the United States would like India to have a nuclear force that has no intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs), where the growth of the nuclear force is slow, and the number of weapons built is low. The no ICBM, slow and low approach satisfies Washington because it does not give India a military capability to threaten the continental United States. At the same time, the slow and low approach would ensure that the South Asian arms race did not escalate rapidly or that the rapid growth of a nuclear force presented the problems of ensuring the security of nuclear weapons.
For the United States, the central concerns are that India and Pakistan not enter into a shooting war that escalates rapidly to a potential nuclear showdown. Such a conflict would jeopardize U.S. counterterrorism operations in Afghanistan and Pakistan, and drag Washington into a South Asian nuclear conflict. The other concern is that both Indian and Pakistani nuclear forces remain secure and do not fall into the wrong hands. Here, too, there is a real problem created by India’s de facto, as opposed to de jure, nuclear status. Lacking legal recognition, neither India, or for that matter Pakistan, can receive technologies like permissive action links (PALs)—electromechanical locking mechanisms that safeguard nuclear weapons from unauthorized use—to make their weapons safer. The American logic is that, apart from being a violation of existing nonproliferation laws, transferring such technologies would make it easier to deploy such weapons and increase the likelihood of their usage.

The three American concerns of no ICBMs, slow growth, and low numbers condemn India to a third tier nuclear status that not only makes it difficult for the country to achieve a credible nuclear capability, but also to be a nuclear state that will not be taken seriously when it comes to engaging in discussions about the future of the international nuclear order. No ICBMs and the lack of a submarine-launched force essentially would take away the Indian ability to deter China (with Pakistan being a different case). The present nuclear force provides a second use capability against China and that, too, is only against mid-level towns in the southwestern regions of China and not China’s industrial heartland. A second use capability provides an ability to hurt China, but it is difficult to say whether an attack on a second level town that is not in China’s political heartland would deter military action by Beijing.

A second problem with the possession of a third tier nuclear force is that it does little to enhance the country’s prestige or its ability to translate its military capability into political leverage. As Bharat Wariawalla has argued, if nuclear weapons are the currency of international power, then a country has to be able to display that currency.38 An India that is reduced by international constraints to possessing a third tier nuclear force with limited range and limited capabilities would
never be invited by the major powers to participate in global disarmament negotiations since the currency it displays would be a weak one.

Third, if India is to play the role of stabilizer in Asia, it requires fewer restrictions placed on its nuclear and conventional capabilities. This not only requires giving India a freer hand with its nuclear force structure but also providing the technologies to enhance its conventional capabilities. At the conventional level, one such restriction is the denial of missile defense technology to India. If India is to successfully operationalize its no-first use nuclear doctrine, it has to build in a capability to deal with an accidental or unauthorized launch of nuclear weapons by an enemy state. To do so, a national missile defense capability is essential since it could help protect against such an attack and maintain a high nuclear threshold. A national missile defense capability would also reiterate India’s intention to be a defensive, as opposed to an offensive, nuclear power. On the other hand, some would argue that providing India with a nuclear missile defense (NMD) capability would enhance its ability to wage war against Pakistan and thus destabilize the South Asian region. For this reason, sections of the U.S. Government have opposed the sale of the Israeli Arrow anti-ballistic missile to India.

The hawks have been steadily gaining ground in the Indian nuclear debate. Due to their influence, India seems to increasingly think and make policy like a nuclear weapons state. With the present weak government, it is likely to continue the current status-quo. In the last few years, it seems that with each round of negotiations involving India’s nuclear option, the hawks have ended up on top. Thus, pressuring it to go through with, say the Fissban, may only end up moving India closer to the dream of the hawks – a sixth nuclear weapon state. The way out of this impasse is to pursue measures that devalue nuclear weapons, and hasten the process of reducing nuclear arsenals possessed by the Permanent Five. As we all know that research work could never be completed still, during this research work all possible efforts are made to complete this research with the best of my supervisor knowledge.